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More than 90 percent of the essays in Current Contenrs@ (CC@) concern the natural
sciences. While our approach is often sociological or historical, our special forays into the social sciences are relatively rare. This
is strange considering E@’s strong commitment to providing resources in the social
sciences and in the arts and humanities. (indeed, as a follow-up to the Science Citation
Index@ Compact Disc Edition, ~we are developing right now the CD-ROM version of
the Social Sciences Cit@”on Index@.) Therefore, it seems appropriate to comment in a
generaJ way on the social sciences.
The Fulbright Programme of Educational
Exchanges dates from 1946 and now involves more than 120 countries. In 1986 the
Fulbnght Commission sponsored a colloquium on information technology at tie Uttiversity of Southampton, UK, from September 16 to 29. Twelve papers from the conference have now been published in book
form,2 including the following article I
prepared with David A. Persdlebury (ISI,
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Philadelphia, now with THE SCIENTISP )
and Robert Kimberley (ISI, London). 3
I’m glad to see this book published and
to “present” my talk here in CC, slightly
modified to fit our style.
But there’s another reason it’s good to see
this book. I never got to Southampton!
(Kimberley gave the paper.) So this bmk
is my introduction to the Fulbright Colloquium on Information Technology, as well
as yours.
For a more comprehensive co-citationderived map of the srxial and behavioral sciences, see Henry Small’s report on 1S1’sefforts in R&D, which appeared in CC last
year.’f

*****

My thanks to James IUearsfor his help in
the preparation of this essay.
!E
,,m!-$,
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INTRODUCTION
By virtue of the computer’s storage capacity, its
powers of speed and specificity in retrieval and,
above all, its economy, technology has reshaped
knowledge classification.
At least since the time of Plato and Aristotfe—
even before their era if we wish to consider mythographers-hurnans have been ardent classificationists. It is obvious, however, that human sub
jective judgment produces taxonomies that prrrtially reflect objective reality and partially the
mind of the taxonomer. John H. Finfey, Jr., in
writing about how the early Greeks ordered their
world, observed that “thought proceeds by
scheme and sequence; it tnanipnfates, puts things
where it wants them, makes ditTerentdesignsfrom
any that the eyes see. ” 1 (p. 8) Human classification schemes, such as subject heading categories, are, then, inherentlysubjective, owing to the
perceptions upon which they are based.
The alternative is an objectiveor natural system
of classification in which the attributes of objects
(their similarities or differences) are the &fining
elements. Such a system of classification, while
theoretically possible, was not a practical pursuit
without computer technology.
It is assuredly not the aim of this essay to describe the manifold ways in which information
techmrlogy(IT) is IAmgexploitedtoday to aid re
searchers in the socird and behavioral sciences.
Nor do we intend to comment on how this IT has
changed the nature and type of research projects
undertaken by social scientists. (It is plain, however, that quantification has been a hrdlrnark of
the social sciences since the Second World War,
and it is no coincidence that researchers became
increasingly interested in quantitative studies at
the same time that the introduction of computers
made such activitiesfeasible.) Rather, this chapter
focuses on the efforts of the Institute for Scientific Information@(ISI@), a producer of comput-

er-baaed information products for researchers in
the sciences, social sciences, and humanities, to
create a natural system of classifying knowledge
(or, more narrowly, research activity)through the
use of citation indexingand, more recently, ‘‘geographic” maps of research through co-citation
clustering.

CITATION INDEXING
E. Gtileld applied the principle of citation indexing to the academic literature.2 Citation indexing was first used in Shepard’s Citations, an
index for the Iegafprofession to precedents of the
Federal and State courts. In drawing an analogy
between the progression of legal decisions based
on precedents, and scientific research based on
previously published results, Garfield imagined
the utility of citation indexing in the scientific literature.3
The principle underlying citation indexing is as
follows: if one paper cites an earlier publication,
they bear a conceptualrelationshipto one another.
The references given in a publication thus serve
to link that publication to earlier knowledge. fmplicit in these linkages is a relatedness of intellectual content. In reordering the literature by
works cited, we obtain a citation index. Citation
indexing is a natural or automatic system of classification:the material to be classifiedorders itself
through its cmtceptual Iinks.1
After succeeding in developing a citation index
to the scientific literature-the Science Citation
applied the technique
hrde..va (SCP’ )—ti]eld
to the literature of the social Sciences.s Since
1966 1S1has published the Social Sciences Cifadon Index” (SSCP ). In 1985the SSCJfrdfycovered about 1,500jourtrals and selectivelycovered
some 3,300 more, for a total of about 4,800 journsdsrepresentingover twenty-fivedifferent fields,
In 1985alone over 120,000 articles, reviews, let-
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ters, editorials, abstracts, etc., and nearly 1.5 million references from these items were indexed.
The SSCI has become an important tool for researchers in the social sciences. Since a citation
index gives access not onfy to the publications indexed, but afso to cited works, the SSCf is mukidisciplinary in scope. Moreover, the user of a citation index is not limited to retrospective searching. The SSC1reveals what current publications
have cited an older work. Searching forward in
time is a chief strength of citation indexes.
A significant by-product of producing the SCI
and the SSCIis the enormousdatabase 1S1creates,
This data base contains the citations given by all
the articles indexed. The tite can be SQrtedin various ways to reveid the networks of publications
on specific subjects. 1S1’sdata bases have been
an important source for informationscientistsand
others working in the field of scientometncs or
quantitative stu&es of the history and sociology
of science. H. Sntall, D. Crane and B.C. Griffith demonstrated that citation data could also reveal the strucmreof ~h
in the social sciences
as well. 6.7 The methodology for manipulating
L’N’s citation data base to reveal these structures
is known as co-citation analysis.

CO-CfTAITON ANALYSIS
AND CLUSTERING
Co-citation anafysis measures the frequency with
which two documents are cited together. Highly

Tabfe 1: L&t of cJkd core dccumenks

co-citedpublicationsare afmostalways closely related in content or context of use. Co-citation
analysis is the inverse of M.M. Kessler’s idea of
bibliographic coupling: the number of references
a given pair of documents have in common is a
measure of their proximity of subject.s Small,
who pioneered co-citation analysis,9 has demonstrated how a group of co-cited papers can be organized into discrete and meatringfrdunits, called
clusters, 10,11Clusters are networks of interrelated, co-cited publications. When the data base is
sorted for a certain year, research fronts (active
areas of current research), consisting of related
and highly cited articles of a given year and the
group of core, co-citeddocumentsthey share, can
be identified. Co-citation strength is indicative of
strength of intellectual comections. Co-citation
analysis, therefore, has revealed the speciality
structure of knowledge. Some specialitiesthat are
identified are new, owing to the automatic or
natural organizing process that the citation linkages permit.
A brief explanation of how 1S1uses its citation
data base and the techniqueof -itation arrafysis
to identifyclusters of core documentsin speciahty
areas follows.
To begin, the data files of the SCI and the SSCI
covering a single year are combined and sorted
for works cited above a certain threshold (typicaily, five citations). This prows, which fccuses
attentionon only relativelyactive research, greatly
reduces the number of publications to be considered, To ensure a balanced representation across

in 19S4 Cl cluster #4940

Crass M. New #nn J5rmarion and regional &veJopmenr. FsrnbQro@,
UK: Gower, 19S1.
FothergJO S & GIU3SJSIG. Unequal gmwrh: urban and rcgioml empJoymeN change in AC U.K. London J-feincmann, 19S2.
I%snmn C, Ctark J & %?te L. Unemp&p!.mt and tecbniccd iknovaribn: o study of JO+I.Swaves and economic devek?pnunt.
(hsemwd,
19S2.
Westpmr, ~
Grariger C W J. Sp@rak analysis of econmmc rime series. Prinmron, NJ: Pnncemu University Press. 196&
Gud@n G. Irulusmial location processes .4 employnenl growh. Farnboro.Sh, UK: Saxon House, 1978.
Lewis W A. Growrh and ficruarions,
1879-1913. London AJJcn & Unwin, 197S.
19S2.
Ltoyd P E. Regional stari.rtics. N.. 16. tad-m
Hex b4aJesty’s Ststiomry Ofkc,
Lokks A J. Elemenm of ma16emdcaJ biology. New York: J3cwer, 1956.
MandeJ E. La. capitalism. London: NLB, 1975.
&cline. London
Mawsy D B & MSS. 7be anaromy of@+ Ioss:J&how, why. and where of empbymeti
Metbuen, J982.
bSeI@I G. Sfafmwre in technobgy: innovarkm during Ifu &pression.
CambridSe, MA: Ba.tJinger, 1979.
Rustow W W. llw worki econonw: histow ad rwosmct Ausun, TX: University of Texas Press, J97S.
%kbweff R & T.egvetd W. hduskf
inm%iori ~
public poJiq: prep”ng
kr the J980s and !he W%.
Westfnm, CT
Greenwocd. J9S 1.
RotbwetJ R & Zegvskd W. Innovation and tk smaIl and medium sized J?nm: Aeu role in empfoynwm and economic change.
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Rotbwetl R & ZegvsJd W. Technirnl cfwnge and employment. New York: St. Msrdn’s Press, 1979.
Sshumpster
J A. Business c@s:
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McGrsw-Hill,
1939.
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J937.
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disciplines, 1S1employs a weighting technique
known as fractional citation counting, which entails assigning a unit of strength to each current
year based on the number of references it lists.
After meeting the integer threshold and that of
fractionalcitation weight, every pair of ppera let?
in the set is measured for co-citation strength.
The foregoingprocess reduces the original data
file of 6 million cited dcwuments to a group of
roughfy 70,1XM)
and results in a giant network of
co-cited papers linking all fields. To break tfis
giant cluster into smaller clusters, the co-citation
strength thresholdis raised. A clua@ that is meaningful as a dkscreteunit usually contains no more
than sixty core papers. At t.hk level about 9,000
clusters emerge, each one correspondingto a subspeciality. The group of current year papers and
the core documents co-cited (the cluster) make
UPa singleresearch front. A subjectspecialistthen
examines the research front and, with the help of
an index of frequently occurring words in the citing and core publications, names the unit.
For example, a cluster named “Regional
growth and economic developmentin the UK due
to technological innovation and formation of
firms” (#84-4940) was identified in the 1984
SCILSSCItile. This cluster contains 130 citing ar-

ticles from 1984and fhe nineteen core dmnnents
co-cited by them. A few of the core documents
are quite old and moatare monogmpharather than
articles (Table 1). This group of core documents
illustrates the chief differences Smrdl and Griffith observed in their comparative study of the
structure of science and sociaf science research:
“in contrast to the naturrdsciences, the social and
behavioral sciences utilize older documents and
place greater emphasis on scholarly monographs.”T (p. 4)
At thk stage, clusters are clustered together.
The lowest level, representing research fronts
composed of individualpublications, is known as
the Cl-level. The first iteration of the computer,
creating a cluster of clusters, is the C2-level.
There are tive iterations in afl. At the C5-level,
a global view of research is obtained. In other
words, the C5-level represents one giant cluster
of knowledge.

MULTIDIMENSIONAL-SCALING MAPS
What is achieved in clustering is a matrix of objects linked together by varying degrees and in
different states of aggregation. In order to repre-

Fiaure I: ‘k
19S4 Cl cluster 4940 “Re@nal amvnh and @OIIOmiCdevelopment in the UK due ro rechnolofiicai inmmtion
formation of firms. ” Each ti(accornpsnicd by surneme and y&r) represents a core docwesnt in the cluster.

MSSSSV

and

82

LIoyd82

Granger64
‘5IWandel

Slutzkv37

Freeman82

Schumpeter39
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.

tmaginetakinga mapof ffseUnited States and
conshucdng a table showing the dktances bcrween etl major citiee. Our problem is the reverse, We have the table of distances (or actually degrem of closeness) but Eeck the map embodying thoeedistances,Thisis whatthe sceling tccfrnique
provides
in, of course,
an
approsirnetion.’5

F3gure 2: 31K 1PM C2 cluster S16 “Sociologlcat repercussions
of technology snd innovation in the UK, the US, and other

cmunmes.”
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//
1289
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Case studies
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technological
innovation and
formation
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04% I

Sociological influences
due to technology and
innovation in business
firms

sent these rclatiomshipsgraphically, 1S1uses muftidimensiomd-scaling mapping,12,13also known
as similarity mapping. 14Small and Gstrtleldused
the anafogy of the relation between a road map’s
table of distances and the map itself to describe
the process of multidimensional-scaling:

Such a map has no absolute axis, but is onfy
a representation of related things, in two dimensions, wherein distance sigaudsthe degree of relatedness. Those (at the Cl-1evel) or clusters
(C2-C5 levels) lying closest to the center of the
map are the most highly co-cited, while those at
the margins are least co-cited and, therefore,
weakest in their relatedness of subject content.
Figure 1 is a mtdtidimensional-scaling map at
the C 1-level of the links between individual core
publicationsin research front #S4494f). In F@re
2 the cluster has been clustered with three others:
“Case studies analyzing technological research
and development and innovation” (#84-1289),
“Sociological influences due to technology and
innovation in business firms” (#84-6297) and
“Technological change, productivity, and imovation in the United States” (#84-7658). The four
clusters taken together make up the aggregate

Figure & TfK 19S4 C3 cfusicr 76 %clology. ,’
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cluster “~lological repercussionsof tecfmolo~
ad irumvationin the UK, the US, and other countries” (#84-0516) at the C2-level.
Cluster #84-0516 becomes a member of the sociology cluster (#84-0076) at the C3-level
~lm
3). T13iScluster lies on * right-hgnd_gin of the map and is clearly not as frequently cocited as the clusters in the center of the map.
Figure 4 represents the C4-level, cluster
#84-0001. Cluster #84-fX176appears in the lower
right comer of the map, close to the reafms of
economics,psychiatry,poptdationhistory, and anthropology,
Finally, at the C5-level, an overall structure of
knowledge appears (Figure 5).
The accurateinterpretationof muMirnensionrdscafing maps requires the reader to keep two
pieces of visuaf data separate: the lines, on the
one frrrnd,and the circles drawn around ~Cfr CIUSter, on the other.
First, the length of the line is inversely proportiofud to the relatedness of papers or clusters,
Short links denote closely related subjects and

longer lines denote rcaearch areas Uratare more
distant intellectually from one another. Second,
the sire of the circles arourxfeach cluster indicates
oftfy the relative si2e of the citing literature for
each. Overlappingcircles are tmtto be interpreted
m PpMc rcpr=cntstions of the percentageof the
literature two clusters share in common, although
if they are linked, such sharing does exist.
Multidimensional-scaling maps derived from
co-citation clustering are, as extensions of citation indexing, natural organizations of the structure of knowledge in both the sciences and the
sociaf sciences. Furthermore, they can be useful
teds in aiding researchers. Those unfamiliar witf3
a subjectcan locatethe area in questionon a lower
level map and obtain a list of highlycited and core
documents for that subject. Even the expert may
be led to a related field by the unsuspected proximity of his or her area to rmotIrerreveafexfby
the map. It is notablethat the creationof a research
tool, the citation index, led to new understandings
of the structureof knowledge, which, in turn, producednew tools in the form of maps.
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Under whatever name, classification has always been the lodestone

of scholarship and reputation in library science. Outside the world of
books and documents it is also one
of the most interesting and most
problematic
aspects of scientific
inquiry.
At the Third International Conference on Classification
held in
January 1975 I presented the paper
which is reprinted here. 1 This paper describes the use of cluster analysis in classification. Since I plan
to deal more extensively with
LSI@‘s use of cluster analysis in
the future, the reprint can be regarded as an introduction to the
subject.
Automatic--or more precisely algorithmic--classification
has been
part of development of the Science
Citation Zndex”
(NY
) from the
beginning. I tried, at the First International Conference on Classification in 1957, to persuade the
‘classification establishment’
that
classification could be automatic.
Use of the term algon’thrnic that
long ago would only have made my
effort more diftlcult.

Perhaps the main point to be
made here is that these
bibliographic clusters--these
4self-generating’ categories if you will--have
been algorithmically identified by
the simplest clustering techniques.
And they conform remarkably well
to what scientists themselves
regard as areas ‘where the action is.’

One can examine data from past
years and verify that the data confirm and that the clusters describe
where the action was. One can examine data over a period of time,
and, with some simple extrapolations, discover that it’s possible to
talk sensibly about where the action looks like it very likely will be.
Probably the best confirmation of
this is that scientists often tell us
that citation-based cluster analysis
gives them a better overview of
their own fields than they themselves may have had.
As 1 have mentioned above,
there is to me still surprising resistance in the ‘classification establishment’ to the concept of automatic or algorithmic classification.
Perhaps it should not surprise me
considering the intellectual resis-
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tance one still encounters
also to
the concept of automatic or algorithmic indexing.
This latter, however, fairly floors me whenever I
encounter it, especially when I encounter it in the learned journals of
the field. A recent article stated:
‘,
. . . there is little hard evidence as
to the value of citations in an automated system, particularly as substitutes for other modes of indexing,
as
opposed
to additional
keys.”2 With fifteen
years’ compilation of the Science Citation Index on the shelves of large and
small academic,
industrial,
and
government
libraries
around the
world, it is difficult to imagine what
any rational basis for such a statement can possibly be. I felt constrained to reply, in a letter to the
editor of the journal in which the
article appeared,
that the author
“and others persist in ignoring the
reality of the SC] as the largest
extant automatically,
that is algorithmically, indexed collection available... [It is] used every day by
thousands of clients who do not re-

quire philosophical
analysis
to
measure value received. What theorists should be rigorously seeking
is why it does work and what its
fundamental implications
are for
linguistic and other studies.”3
If the concept of automatic indexing and the very existence
of
automatically--that
is,
algorithmically--generated
indexes can be
ignored at this stage of the game, I
suppose I must accept the fact that
it would indeed be unduly sanguine
of me to expect immediate and enthusiastic research into the validity
of algorithmic classification.
But if the clustering method of
category generation presented here
accurately identifies
the fields of
research that exist in
the
real
world,
then surely the indexing
form
terms--the citations--which
the basis of algorithmic classification must reasonably well describe
documents.
If they did not, then
why--despite
any
doubts
about
their effectiveness--do
they produce such an amazing correspondence to reality?
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